
Hi There and Welcome to the New  

Paper called the Random times. 

Owned and made by Daniel Muddle. 

To start of with the first issue of Random Times. I thought I would introduce you to my website:  
www.dan-awesome.yolasite.com 

This website is the home of Mini’s, Cars and Mighty Muggs. So remember to visit when you have the time.  

 

10. Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0 (£179): these programma-

ble robots from Lego have state-of-the-art ultrasonic, 

sound, touch, and all-new colour sensors. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Modern Warfare 2 (£49): the direct sequel to Call of 

Duty 4: Modern Warfare, you join a multinational anti-

terrorist squad out to stop Russian ultra-nationalists. 

 

8. Samsung B8000 (£1292): super-slim at just 2.9cm 

thick, this stylish LED TV comes in a number of screen sizes. 

A bit on the pricy side.  

 

7. Star Wars Force Trainer (£99): put on the headset 

and use the power of your mind to make the ball levitate in 

the tube. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. DJ Hero (£109): become king of the decks with this Jay-

Z and Eminem sponsored game which introduces the new 

turntable controller. 
 

 

 

5. Lucky Voice Party Box (£49): Turns your PC into a kara-

oke machine. 
 

4. Wii Fit Plus (£39): upgrade for the Wii Fit. 

 

3. iPod Nano (£115): the latest version of the Nano now has 

camera with video capture and FM radio. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Amazon Kindle (£200): Its an e-reader and has already 

expected to be sold out. Created by amazon.co.uk 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Sony PSP Go (£249): this new portable games console does 

away with some of the hardware and relies on downloadable 

games and apps. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The first ever four wheel drive mini is coming out in 

2010. FOUR wheel drive, FOUR seats, FOUR-door 

model. The Countryman name was used in one of the 

old mini's made by British Leyland so at least they 

kept the name original but is it anything like a mini. 

To be a mini it has to be small is it. It could be a  

brilliant mini or it could be plain boring. It might only 

be in production for a year. Lets hope its a good car 

and it does not ruin mini's reputation. It will cost 

around £48,000 the highest priced mini ever. The 

Mini First that is in production now only starts at 

around £10,000.. 

Not many Classic mini lovers like the new concepts 

that BMW are bringing out. But some how I think that 

BMW will win the Classic mini lovers heart over.  

 

10.Fifa 06 created in 2005 for PS2 (Playstation 2) , 

PSP (Playstation Portable), Original Xbox, GameCube, 

Nintendo DS and PC. Fifa 06 showed PES (Pro Evolution 

Soccer) that fifa can be just as good.  

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

9.Super Mario 64  Released: in Europe, May 1st 1997. 

For Nintendo 64. It had imagination that other games 

didn’t have.  

   

  

 

 

 

8.Space Invaders Released in 1978 and had several 

up-dates. Available on most consoles. It was a shooting 

game that wasn’t obsessed with realism like todays 

shooting games. 

  

 

 

 

 

7.Mario Kart 64 Released in 1996 for Nintendo 64 and 

a up-date later released in 2007 for Nintendo Wii and 

DS. The first Mario racing game.  

   

 

 

 

 

6.Simpsons Hit and Run Amazing graphic and loads 

and loads of missions. Never get bored.  

 



5.The Italian Job For PS1(Platstation One) and PC. 

Had amazing graphics for PS1. The game was  

exactly like the film.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.Tetris Released in 1989 and had several up-

dates. This was an amazing game and so simple, 

but hard at the same time. Can get on most con-

soles and Mobile phones.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.The Sims 1 Released in 2000 for PS2 and PC. 

This was the first real simulation game to be good 

and enjoyable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.Jame Bond Goldeneye 007. Released in 1997 

for Nintendo 64. Best Bond game and many  

missions.  

 

 

AND THE BEST VIDEO GAME IN THE WORLD IS … 

PACMAN 

Released in 1980 before games were obsessed with  

realism. It is available on most games console, but   

originally played on arcade machines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you would like to see the video version of the Top Ten 

Video Games. Go to this link:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8MqDWfsKNs 

Terry Ravenscroft has written many books or shall I say 

letters. His book are very funny and enjoyable to read. I 

would recommend the book to people that struggle to read 

books, as it stops you thinking about how many pages you  

have read and how far you are through the book. Terry 

Ravenscroft writes to companies customer services and 

complains or praises there product. The book costs £6.99 

RRP. For the price I would say it is worth the money. But 

don’t expect the book to last a month or so as you will get 

so addicted you will finish it in three days.  Terry  

Ravenscroft other books are: Air Mail, Football Crazy. Liebe 

Airline, Dear Air 2000 and several 

more. Terry Ravenscroft has joint 

up with other authors and wrote a 

few books. If you have read and 

enjoyed Terry Ravenscroft books, I 

would also recommend Robin  

Cooper who does the same as 

Terry Ravenscroft but doesn't base 

his books on one subject.  

 



 

This film was an amazing film. Well it should be 

after taking 5 years to make. I hope I do not give 

the Film away. Mr. Fox is bored of living in a hole 

so he buys a tree and lives in there. Mr. Fox and 

his friend goes stealing off of three farmers. The 

farmers find out that it is Mr. Fox and try to get 

there own back. You’ll have to watch the film to 

know the rest. I thought that was a good film. It 

was like a Wallace and Gromit. Kids find it funny 

and Adults find it funny because they notice bit 

which kids don’t understand. It’s a film for the 

whole family. It is a Parental Guidance as it has a 

lot of fighting. 
78/100 

1.What do you traditionally have for dessert at 

Christmas? 
 

2.What colour is Rudolph's nose?  

 

3.After Christmas what day do you have to take 

down your decoration otherwise it is bad luck? 

 

4.What colour is Santa’s suit? 

 

5. What is the name of Santa’s reindeer  

beginning with P? 

 
Answers 

 

5.Prancer 

4.Red 

3.6th of January 

2.Red 

 

Everyone knows that the Xbox 360 and the PS3(Playstation 

3) are having a battle for the award of the best games con-

sole. The PS3 is around £249.99 and the Xbox 360 arcade 

around £159.99 and the Xbox 360 elite is around £199.99. 

Xbox is cheaper in short term. The PS3 is cheaper in long 

term as you don’t have to pay for online a lot of the  

accessories are cheaper.  

 

The Xbox 360 has two different types of console for sale. 

The Arcade with around 500mb hard drive and the elite 

with 120GB hard drive. Xbox used to sell an Xbox Premium 

for £159.99 with 60GB hard drive, but they stop selling 

them and brought the price of the arcade up to £159.99 

from £129.99  

 

The PS3 have just brought out there PS3 slim. The PS3 slim 

is much more slimmer then the old version of the PS3. The 

PS3 has a 120GB and a 250GB hard drive.  

 

Most games you can get on PS3 and Xbox 360. Graphic are 

just about the same. It is just hard to pick which one. 

 

I personally would buy and Xbox 360 as they have more 

games that cannot be played on PS3 (Halo 3, Assassins 

Creed 1, Forza etc.) After long hours I have come to a  

Conclusion : If you want good gaming get a Xbox 360, If 
you want cheap gaming get a PS3. 

I hope you have enjoyed the first issue of the Random 

Times. The next issue will be in January.  

Visit my website: www.dan-awesome.yolasite.com 

Visit my Youtube Channel: muddd001 where you can 

find video versions of some articles. 

Thank You For reading! 

  

 


